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Preface

HIMALAYA TODAY SOCIETY was founded in 1988 by agroup of
independent thinkers drawn from public and academic life with its
registered office at Gangtok, Sikkim. It is a non-profit, research
organisation with distinct emphasis on culture, society, economy
and environment of the hills and the Himalayan regions of India
and its neighbours. The Society aims at creating a larger awareness,
encouraging research and analysis and bringing about a deeper
understanding of the dynamics of diverse aspects of the hills and
the Himalayan regions, their lite styles, development perspectives,
and their social and cultural conditions. It further aims at bringing
the Himalayan life system into the national mainstream. This in
cludes making people aware of such needs and studies and involv
ing the local people in the process of conservation and promotion.

Himalaya Today, a quarterly joumal, has been the mouth piece
ofthis Society. In its sixth year ofpublication, Himalaya Today has
been able to bring together a wide spectrum of scholars, experts,
professionals, social activists and policy-makers from various cor
ners of India and abroad to deliberate on the four most critical areas
of concern viz., society, culture, environment and economy of the
Himalayan regions of India and its neighbours. They have not only
contributed well researched and policy-oriented articles but have
also shown their ready willingness and eagerness to support all our
activities.

With this strong support of experts, resource persons, protes-
sionals and social-cultural-environmental activists and the varied
collection of views, experiences and analysis that we have at our
disposal today, the HIMALAYA TODAY SOCIETT is fully poised to
undertake research projects on the issues that are of direct rele
vance to the economic and socio-cultural sustainability of the









Vajrayana sect, which uhimately was recognised as Ihc slafe re
ligion of Sikkim. The Lepchas, who were the Nature and Spirit
worshippers, were gradually brought under the fold of Vajrayana
Buddhism by the help of the Bhutia Umas.

The Bhutias and the Lepchas are considered as belonging to
the same ethnic group as they have had centuries old contacts and
relationships founded on the social, marital and religious inter
course. The Government of Sikkim Act, 1974, finally, provided po
litical recognition to the common ethnicity of the Bhutia-Lepcha
people by grouping them as the "Sikkimese of Bhutia-Lepcha Ori-
gm". After the merger of Sikkim to the Indian Union, the
Sikkimese of Bhutia-Lepcha category including Sherpas, have been
declared as the scheduled tribe under Ihc Scheduled Caste and
Scheduled Tribe Order (Amendment) Act, 1976.

The lives of the Bhutia-Lepcha women of Sikkim are also
unique in more ways than one. Like everything else in Sikkim they
also truly manifest the influence of the silvan serenity of the august
hills of the Himalayas and the deep pervasive influence of the
quintessence of Buddhism. These influences have made their lives
fr^ from many discriminatory inequalities frum which the women
suffer elsewhere. The scenic beauties and grandeur of the Hima-
ayas have inculcated in them an inherent sense and aptitude for

beautification. And the great faith that in anything and everything
around them, the will of the Buddhas will be fulfilled and demon
strated, .las made them amenable to the new influences of moder
nity, accepting them as the will of the Lord. As a result they have
never been hostile or averse to the influences of inodemity when
ever th^e were not incompatible with their traditional faith and
reed. The lives of the Bhutia-Lepcha women have, therefore be

come shining examples of the confluence of the old and new' the
traditional and the modem.

Position of the Female Child

the tT"T
between adaughter L ason ^ h''
in the family or in the society' ® superionty eithery mine society. Girls are equally accepted and
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welcomed. Rather, the parents, who are going to have the first
issue, bccomc happier if they get a daughter. Because they have a
faith if the first child is daughter, she will bring good luck to her
parents. The Bhutia-Lepcha parents, in general, take equal care for
Ihc daughter and give them equal protection and affection as thatof
a son.

Both boys and girls of a family do some light domestic works
in Ihe rural areas such as looking after the animals, collecting wood
pieces and dry leaves for fuel from the nearby forest or carrying
water from a rivulet. But the parents never make any difference by
asking the daughter only to do such works. Il depends on the age,
health and capacity of the child as to whom they would ask to
work. Hence the girls never become jealous of their brothers and
hardly fight among themselves. The children can enjoy their child
hood. The girl-children are never oppressed or neglected by the
family. Rather, they are belter looked after than Ihe boys.

The unmarried girls have full right of protection and of being
cared for in their father's house. If the falher is not there then they
are looked after either by their uncles or brothers whoever be the
head of the family. Even after their marriage the relatives of their
patenial house keep an eye to watch on the welfare of the girls and
their children and come to their assistance whenever necessary. If
some one becomes widow or deserted by her husband then the par
ents or other relations give her shelter and protection without any
hesitation.

Family System

The Bhutia-Lcpcha people follow the patriarchal family system
i.e the father is the head of the family. He is the decision maker and
his word is final regarding the family matters. But the mother also
occupies arespected position in the family. She is the centre of the
household. The wife is never exploited by the husband. Both hus
band and Ihe wife share the responsibility ofthe maintenance ofthe
house and children equally.

It will be interesting to note that in the Bhutia-Lepcha commu
nity no family surname is used as strictly as in the other parts of
the world. They use the first name only which is selected by the
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whom are quite aged. Some of the nuns, known as "Uimani" arc
learned in Tibetan Mahayana Buddhist philosophy and preside over
the young disciples. But most of them have had no real training and
cannot read or write properly. They do not perform religious rituals
or ceremonies for private individuals, nor are they given a place
inside the main hall at monastic services. Their devotions are con
fined almost entirely to the turning of prayer wheel and counting
the beads. They usually spent few hours in the monastery by turn
ing the prayer wheels.

But women of the elite landlord class started to get modem
education since the beginning of the 20th century. The Tashi
Namgyal Academy, the first English School, was established in the
year 1906 at Gangtok. It was purely a boys school at the beginning.
Later, it was converted to a co-educational institution and the girl
students were also permitted to study in that school. Some ambi
tious women had their higher education upto Master's degree level
from the colleges and universities in India. No doubt, the number of
the highly educated women in the Bhutia-Lepcha community was
very few till merger of Sikkim in 1975. TTiere was no degree col
lege in Sikkim till then. The Government Degree College, affiliated
to North Bengal University was established in 1978 at Gangtok.
Then a Government Law College had also been set up under the
same University. The number of the Bhutia-Lepcha girl students
studying in both the colleges are nearly 30 to 35 percent in each.

Response to Modern Education

Education upto school level has been widely spread in Sikkim.
There are more than five hundred school all over Sikkim most of
which arc co-education school. Moreover, education is free upto
class XII for both boys and girls. Hence, the children of the rural
areas are also getting interested to have minimum school education.
In Sikkim educational enterprise is almost nationalized. The state
offers a common school system of unifonn quality to all children
irrespective of caste, creed and sex. About 98 per cent of the edu-
catmnal institutions are managed and solely funded by the state
which provides universal free education including free supply of
textbooks and mid day meal to primary school children. Only girl
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students at primary stage were exempted from payment of tuition
fees prior to 1979. At present both boys and girl students are ex
empted not only from the payment of tuition fees but from other
charges like examination, library, games, science fees also.

As a result, a very significant achievement in the sphere of
education has been witnessed in the tremendous increase in the

number of girl students as well as their percentage of participation
at the various stage of education. Tlie following chart of the Sche
duled Tribes students in Sikkim during the period 1990-91 will give
an idea of their response to education.

Response to Education
Scheduled Tribe students—1990-91

S. No.

1. Pre-Primary Stage
2. Primary Stage (1-V)
3. Middle Stage (Vl-VIl)
4. Secondary Stage (IX-X)
5. Higher Sec Stage(Xl-Xll)

Higher Education Facilities

Boys Girls Total

1619 1339 2958

8250 7218 15468

1728 1657 3385

746 716 1462

292 176 468

Besides the above mentioned facilities, the Government of
Sikkim has been providing Scholarship and Post-Matric Education.
A sum of Rs. 850A per student per year is given to the tribals for
Pre-Matric education. The Post-Matric Scholarship are centrally
sponsored. TTiere are certain quotas ot seats for the tribal girls of
Sikkim at the Banasthali College at Rajasthan. Tlie Bhutia-Lepcha
girls who are studying in that college also get financial assistance
froin the Government of Sikkim.

For higher education there is no specific quota of scholarship
for the Bhutia-Lepcha women students. But, of course, they get
some kind ofprivileges. For example, where minimum 45 per cent
marks is necessary for the general students to be eligible for the
stipend for higher education, it is only 40 per cent for the Bhutia-
Lepcha students. The Bhutia-Lepcha students also enjoy 5 years
age relaxation for admission in the colleges and universities. 30 to
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35 Scheduled Tribe students out of 95 general students, get yearly
stipend for higher studies. Bhutia-Lepcha girls are also studying
Medicine, Engineering, Law and other professional and technical
subjects in various universities in India. Most of the girls studying
in Higher School level are interested in studying medicine. Two
Bhutia girls have joined as Junior Engineer in Electrical Depart
ment. Another Bhutia girl isstudying Agriculture Engineering.

Vpcational Training Facilities

There are various vocational training facilities for the giris in
cluding Bhutia-Lepcha girls both in urban and rural areas. A very
large number of young women are engaged as trainee in the Sikkim
Institute of Cottage Industiy (SICI), Sikkim Lime Corporation and
Sikkim Jewels at Gangtok. Half ofthe trainees, no doubt, belong to
Bhutia-Lepcha community. As the urban girls are getting more and
more interested in so-called white collared jobs, training in typing
and stenography has become very popular among the giris. Khadi
Board is also providing vocational training in weaving, knitting etc.

In the tribal belts like Lachen, Lachung, Chung-thang popu
lated mostly by Bhutias, SICI has centres for carpet and blanket
weaving. The Bhutia-Lepcha in Sikkim are also benefited by the
Integrated Rural Development Programme and allied programme
which includes (a) Training of Rural Youth for Self-Employment
and (b) Development of Women and Children in Rural areas.
Womens' income is known to have positive co-relation in nutri
tional and educational status of the family and in the building up of
a positive attitude toward the financial status ofwomen. Hence, the
above programme aims at the necessity of ensuring more income
earning avenues for rural women.

The programme is imparted through Gram Sevikas by training
in caq)et weaving which is one of the traditional crafts of the state
of Sikkim and another handicrafts like wood carving, painting etc.
In the programme the women are also helped in self-earning
through poultry farming, piggery and goatery and rearing of cows.
It is reported that programmes have proved to be very lucrative and
popular with the women beneficiaries, since rearing of such ani
mals is not much time consuming and can be done simultaneously
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with their house-hold work. In order to market the products of rural
artisans, the Sikkim Rural Development Agency is sponsoring the
Rural Artisan Marketing Centres. The programme has covered
more than 10 villages known as tribal pockets since 1985 to 1990.

Economic Independence and Property Rights

It is said that the Bhutia-Lepcha women in Sikkim have a ma
jor role in the earning of the family. Sikkim was a feudal state till
the recent past and the main source of income was the land and
forest. Cardamom plantation is the prime cultivation dominantly
possessed by the Bhutia-Lepcha landlords. Other crops like rice,
millet etc. arc also grown simultaneously. The Bhutia-Lepcha
women in the rural areas take an active part in cultivation of the
land. Besides, they always utilize other avenues for self-employ
ment. Almost in each house both men and women spend their free
lime in carpet weaving or knitting the wool. Lepchas, on the other
hand, are very efficient in bamboo work and make various things
out of bamboo like containers, hats, mats etc.

Bhutia-Lepcha women also mn small business. It is very often
seen that ihey use the front room of their house as tea stall or
grocery or stationery shops. Even in the market place, most of the
shops are run by the women and out of that a large number of shops
are owned by Bhutia-Lepcha women. But it is very unusual to see
any Bhutia-Lepcha women working as labourer at the road making
or building construction. The women working as labourer are
mostly Nepalese in origin, coming from the neighbouring state of
Nepal.

The Bhutia-Lepcha women, either in rural or in urban areas,
are seen to be very much inclined in niceties and fond of dress and
ornaments. They wear their traditional dress and heavy ornaments
made of precious stones and metals. The women of the rich Bhutia-
Lepcha families possess a good number of valuable jewelleries
which can be described as their personal assets.

Employment Opportunities

To conform with the changing situation and social develop-
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Bhutia-Lepcha community. As the urban girls are getting more and
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Womens' income is known to have positive co-relation in nutri
tional and educational status of the family and in the building up of
a positive attitude toward the financial status ofwomen. Hence, the
above programme aims at the necessity of ensuring more income
earning avenues for rural women.

The programme is imparted through Gram Sevikas by training
in caq)et weaving which is one of the traditional crafts of the state
of Sikkim and another handicrafts like wood carving, painting etc.
In the programme the women are also helped in self-earning
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land. Besides, they always utilize other avenues for self-employ
ment. Almost in each house both men and women spend their free
lime in carpet weaving or knitting the wool. Lepchas, on the other
hand, are very efficient in bamboo work and make various things
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Bhutia-Lepcha women also mn small business. It is very often
seen that ihey use the front room of their house as tea stall or
grocery or stationery shops. Even in the market place, most of the
shops are run by the women and out of that a large number of shops
are owned by Bhutia-Lepcha women. But it is very unusual to see
any Bhutia-Lepcha women working as labourer at the road making
or building construction. The women working as labourer are
mostly Nepalese in origin, coming from the neighbouring state of
Nepal.

The Bhutia-Lepcha women, either in rural or in urban areas,
are seen to be very much inclined in niceties and fond of dress and
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Plainsmen in Sikkim and Their

Occupational Structure

NILOTPAL SARMA

Introduction

Sikkim has occupied the centre stage in the Himalayan trade
and politics during the period that began in 1888. It was during
1890s that some people from the places like Bengal, Bihar, Hary-
ana, Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh and other places of India, who are
generally referred to as "plainsmen" began to migrate to Sikkim.
They were essentially traders participating in the then famous
trans-Himalayan trade. There were a few from Bengal serving as
tutors to the royal family members. TTieir flow to Sikkim became
more noticeable after Sikkim became a protectorate of India in
1950. The second large influx of plainsmen was noticed after 1975
when it became a part of the Indian Union.

This paper attempts to present the occupational structure of the
plainsmen in Sikkim with a theoretical discussion on the sociologi
cal significance of occupation. It is divided into two main sections.
Tlie first section deals with the relationship between occupation
and ethnic structure in Sikkim till the end of monarchy and the
second section provides an analysis of the factors responsible for
the phenomenal diversification in occupational structure after 1975.

Before going into details it is necessary to give a little idea
about the sociological importance of occupation. 'Occupation",
as defined by Arthur Salz, is important because "it determines an
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fits into the other three models also. Tlie plainsmen in Sikkim not
only occupy the top occupational strata but also some of the lowest
strata. There are traders among tlie hill people also but there is a
segmentation within trade and the plainsmen and hilbnen are con
centrated in different segments of trade. Occupational segmentation
of vaiious ethnic groups may take place due to linguistic, cultiu-al,
or racial factors or historical circumstances or even governmental
policies.

I

OCCUPATIONAL AND ETHNIC STRUCTURE

Both the ethnic and occupational strucuire in Sikkim have been
gradually growing more and more complex and diversified. By the
end of the rule of the Chogyals these suoictures were fairly complex
but after 1975 they seem to have grown even more so.

Lepchas are the earliest inhabitants of Sikkim. Subba (1988)
has added that Tsongs or Limbus and the Mangars were also there
from the earliest times. All these thi-ee communides were agricul
turists. The Lepchas and the Limbus did some trade with the Tibet
ans and Gorkhas respectively. The Mangais are reported to be the
expert in mining activities. There was no concept of occupational
hierarchy among those tribes until at least tlie end of the seven
teenth century. Next in the line of immigration were the Khamps
from the Kham province of Tibet, who ai-e known as Bhutias.
Agriculture is their main occupation. Besides agriculture, they also
depend on pastoralism and trade.^ The Tibetans occupied a domi
nant economic position vis-a-vis the Lepchas undl the end of die
nineteenth century mainly because of their expertise in trading
activities.^

The British Connection

The British connection with Sikkim began in the early 19th
century. However, the influence of Uie British in Uie affairs of
Sikkim was noticeable only after the posting of J.C. White as a
Political Officer at Gangtok. He encouraged the migration of the
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Partidpution and Development: Indian F^xperience

In India,.t^e idea of participation was first mooted in the early
1950's when the Community Development Programme was
launched. It was initiated with the sole objective of developing
villages with the active participation and involvement of local
people. However, it failed to achieve its objective. Instead of in
volving people in the development process it 'created an enormous
bureaucratic superstructure'.^ Consequently, the programme came
to be identified with the administrative machinery than with the
people.

After this, the emphasis shifted to the establishment of Pan-
chayati Raj Institutions (PRIs) which would ensure the involvement
of people in the local area as well as in the nation building process.
With 90 percent of the Indians residing in rural India, the PRI
would, it was argued, prove to be an important vehicle for trans
forming our villages. Thus, participation of people in the manage
ment of their affairs and their involvement in development process
were the objectives of PRIs during 1960s. Initiative, participation,
auto-nomy became key words to development.

Notwithstanding these, the apathy of various state govern
ments towards these institutions and the inherent weakness of these
institutions resulted in reconsideration of development strategy.
Development was considered too technical a matter to be left with
panchayat leaders. Accordingly, during the 70's there was increas
ing reliance on the centrally administered schemes like CADP,
SFDA or Small Fanners or Marginal Fanners Development Agen
cies etc.^ The panchayats were left to perform smaller functions
like construction of village roads, bridges, minor irrigation chan
nels etc. The financial powers were kept to the minimum with a
wide provisions of government supervision and control.

In the shift in the development paradigm from growth oriented
target approach to human development with emphasis on social
development, the issues of sustainable development drew the atten
tion of policy planners once again to the question of people centred
development strategy. The viability of PRIs as instruments of
development acquired more importance. Thus, during the 80's the
issue of revamping the PRIs in order to make them effective part-

iv •,1 •
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ner in development process was discussed at length. The
Amendmenl Bill, 1989 and the Constitution 73rd Amendment Ac
1992 on the Panchayats clearly underline this attitude ol the policy
planners.

Panchayati Raj Institutions in Sikkim

Against this backgtx^und, it would be
evolution and role of panchayati raj inst.tut.on .n S.kk.m, S.torn
became one of the states of the Indian un.on only " l
to the historical antecedent, Sikkim did
mty development phase of early _ self government known
this phase only that the j Under the Indo-Sikkim
as Local Area Panchayat was ,3,„,iation ofthe
Treaty, 1950 both parties agreed on p̂
people with the governance of t ^i^tive
formation of village panchayats ...uiished in 1951 but the
basis.' The Local Area Panchayats were p,„per
then Government of SMim d^not ^ defunct as
tunctioning of these bodies. Ihes
soon as they were established.

Panchayat Act, 1965

The Sikkim Panchayat
at establishing PRIs in Sikkim. tillage level.' The
chical panchayat with Act continued till 1981
Block Panchayats constituted unde
during which period four elections were . range of
1972 and 1976. This Block Panchayats develop-
functions which may Under the first category the
mental, (ii) welfare and (m) V- t ofaariculture, estab-
functions included were viz., (a) developmen ^j^paign, crop
la™., .r .gtoi»r.i r"I
experiment, digging of compost pi . irrigation, and (d)
fanning, (c) embankment against fi «
promotion of cottage industry and cooperatives. latrine,

The welfare functions were: (a) construction of publ
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Science and Technology Education
in Sikkim

G S YONZONE

In view of Sikkim's vast natural wealth of physical and bio
logical resources, science, technology and environment education
on a planned framework should form the basis for the region s
environmental and economic development. We must think of
science and technology education in relation to a holistic con
cept of the region's environmental characteristics and of its natural
resources.

Existing environmental problems which are common to both
Darjeeling and Sikkim include, overpopulation, depletion of for
ests, soil erosion, overstocking of cattle, destruction of scientifi
cally unstudied flora and fauna, lack of post-harvest technology
and poverty. The total population in the Sikkim has reached a
figure of 4,06,457 in 1991 as against 30,458 in 1891. The wanton
clearance offorests for short-term commercial gain, major depen
dence on forests for fodder and fuel, uncontrolled grazing, theft and
pilferage of trees, and extension of cultivation into forest areas due
to population pressure have made the degradation very alarming.
Although a perennial feature of the hilly terrain, soil erosion has
been accelerated by a faulty traditional agricultural system, random
construction of roads and house without scientifically examining
the stability of the soil, and indiscriminate tree-felling without con
sidering the concomitant environmental hazards. Overstocking of
cattle by almost every rural family, without adequate fodder re-
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sources have compelled people to plunder the resen-ed and sanctu
ary forests. Lack of responsibility and of the knowledge that sur
vival of man depends on the survival of plants and animals have
made the situation more vicious. , . .

These problems are swelling in dimension as they threaten
conservation and sustained development. The eonsewafon and
development are mirror-images of each ot^her and 'his deserves
widest possible propaganda. What .s called development has re
sulted in ecological backlashes. It is a double tragedy, since not
only is the money spent on some development works lost through
bad investment, but additional money has to be spent to correct heDdu iiivcb , nnlv careful study, research and prior plan-
new problems ^ p' e. Otherwise it will only
mng can ensuie a"' ^^^VeVtl vested interest. One could
^sualLra^great'deal of science and technology education within
the body of ?he environmenta^rob^

The tegion IS vejy rtc m „g,„.hor,icultun.l
favours the cultivation declined to less than
plants; forest vegetation, ® go per cent of the
30 per cent against a mimm
total geographica area n rfvere; tropical, temper-
which is a and beautiful natural landscape,
ate and alpine climatic zones.

Need for Changes in the Existing Cun-icula

^ ...rrinila of graduate and post-graduate courses ofThe i^ '̂S'ing j North Bengal falling within the
teaching under the Uni V biological aspectsregion offer ^gtrwhile technology education with
ofscience specific to th g resources has been

"»"" " i"-™- «•"-»totally omitt^. Certai
teach them. There also pp subject As the curricula are
ers to receive become helpless onlookeis on the

ptonems that have vastly engulfed the

'""Se, we must develop science and technology education







Sikkim's Identity as an Indian State

B S DAS

It is difficult to interpret the events of 1973 correlating them to
1994 in the context of Sikkim as an integral part of India. Many
unexpected changes altered the basic character of Sikkim's unique
personality as one knew it in 1973. This factor, the very nature of
Sikkim polity began to be viewed delinked to its past and a new
content was added to it.

The post merger era brought about a painful process ofconver
sion to the political and economic culture ofan Indian state. Tradi
tional Sikkim with its age old culture and of which the Nepalese
Sikkimcse had becomc a part began to be perceived more and
more as a Nepalese speaking State of India somewhat akin to other
linguistic States. While Kanchenjunga remained the symbol of the
people of Sikkim, the merger brought in a system of governance
and institutions which were foreign to the Sikkimese traditional
past.

However painful this process was, specially for the ethnic
minorities, its economic advantages and larger role in the national
context made Sikkim's transition a smooth one. Aberrations are
normal in any political process. Bui, these did not vitiate the envi
ronment to a point of ethnic or political conflict. Credit for this
must go to the people of Sikkim specially the Nepalese majority
which exercised a healthy restraint in its newly established power.

Mr. Nar Bahadur Bhandari, the Chief Minister also deserves
credit for this. He while highlighting the Nepalese identity, was









Section III

•Economy.
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Sikkim:

Agenda for Sectoral Priorities and
Resource Management

MAHENDRA P LAMA

One of the youngest states of the Indian Union, Sikkim has
reached a distinct level of economic development in a brief period
of twenty years of its merger with India. Even a cursory look at
some of its major development indicators reveals that the progress
has been comparatively a much steady and rapid phenomena in
Sikkim. This has been a case in all the sphere of economic and
welfare activities varying from agriculture to industry, health to
education, roads to power supply, housing to market infrastructure
and revenue mobilisation efforts to private investment. Though the
present day Sikkim inherited a feudal and medieval authorities both
in terms of political culture and economic management, it was the
post-merger democratic political system which has really ushered
in a new development perspective in Sikkim. The subsequent politi
cal stability has strengthened the various economic, social and
political institutions which have largely contributed to Sikkim's
steady economic growth.

It is in Sikkim, where the fruits of economic development and
social change have perceptively percolated down to the mass. Al
most every household has got the basic needs such as drinking
water, electricity, shelter, health and schools. In fact this has been
widely supplemented by the ever growing roads and communica
tion. With the improving infrastructure and State Government's
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Watershed-based Participatory
Development Strategy in Silckim

R C SUNDRIYAL. S C RAI & E SHARMA

naie Himalaya, though the watershed approach has been ac-
cepted in principle to undertake land improvement measures, still
me development suategy has not qualitatively changed in the ab-

nce of raformauon available on watershed levels as well as sec-

leoLnr"' depaitment. Land, water and
but mnct" important natural resources of any watershe
measurpc I degraded today. Since tlie development
factor^; liW ^ "P on a total watershed basis, major
mal ~ '̂̂ sources, agricultiu'e and ani-
ous socTp™ holding pattern and var.-
1992) Exnp 'constraints are to be considered (Shamia et al.
»tLi?rp?r'' ĉhain of correcuve meas-
ment LaIn P'" ^ '
reasons for thk PerspecUve (Anonymous 1993). The majo
include locals planning is not aiea specific, it does n
varies among TOsse '̂s 11*^" P '̂̂ '̂ ^Pt'on towards
on the philosZ of 'nd ^ea
soecifir land ^ ^, peoples participation" and sound
ineffectivrt development will always be
howter lowlw'"^now^er, slowly gammg momentum

rathprr"'®""®? support indigenous developmentather than merely attempUng to impose new technologi«/p '̂c''
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ages. Such extension should be organized in a local decentralized
manner and work on the farmers' need and should individually be
adopted to each block/village/household. Considering this, a study
dealing with fanners' participatory developmental priorities was
undertaken in the Mamlay watershed of southSikkim after comple
tion of a resource identification survey (Sharma et al. 1992). TTie
main objectives of the study were to know the priorities of the
people/farmers, officials of various developmental interventions
and researchers for the area development. The ultimate aim being
to prescribe policy actions at a watershed level.

The Area of Study

Mamlay watershed is located in the south distnct of the
Sikkim state. It extends from 27°10'8"-27''14'6"N to 88°19'53"-
88°24'43"E. A comparative characteristic of the watershed with
that of (he Sikkim state is given in Table 1. The watershed com
prises of 0.42 per cent of the total area of Sikkim. Population den
sity is 2.24 times higher in the watershed in companson to the state
aven.ge. The wateished has 9revenue blocks consisting of 34 vil-
lages. It is an agrarian watershed having 62
agriculture land use with more than 95 per cent of P on
engaged in farming. Agricultural practices Aericul-
being done between an elevational range o i,*vahle lands are
tur^ is rainfed (99 per cent) and most of the cultivable lands are

'"•SLtr™.7rr "~
lural levels. It bears the evidences o P . Damuda
Sikkim and the Tendong. ,ype and il merges in
and Daling. Drainage network is dendn yp
the g,.at Rangit River p'riod from
agricultural zone is under ,he two
December to March due to sub

thrusts in the watershed (Bhatt et a .
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Sustainable Energy Development

Strategies for Sikkim

K SUDHAKAR

Development experts and decision makers increasingly recog
nize that destroying natural systems to meet current needs or to
make a quick profit is short-sighted and potentially disastrous for
future generations. The alternative—meeting people's current needs
while preserving nature's productive capacity for the future—has
been termed Sustainable Development.

Adopting the principle of sustainable development requires a
fundamental change in thinking. The data presented for decision-
making must reflect the true costs of resource depletion and pollu
tion as they affect future generations rather than just the short-term
costs and profits of depleting income-producing resources. They
must take account of future needs alongwith current needs, not
"discounted" in a way that weights decisions in favour of short-
term results. Sustainable development is an alternative to the "de
velopment at any cost" ethos identified with the "drive to mod
ernization" or earlier decades.

The concept of sustainable development rejects the conven
tional view that economic development is a necessity but environ
mental protection is a luxury. Instead, it argues that long-term eco
nomic development and environmental protection are inextricably
linked. In fact, continued economic development requires the con
tinued productivity of farmlands and forests, adequate and safe
water supplies, efficient energy use, and preservation of natural
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Assessment of Tourism in Sikkim

PRANAB K CHAKRAVARTl

Tourism, as an economic activity, is a recent phenomenon in
Sikkim. The landlocked Kingdom was slowly opened to out-side
worid from the mid sixties and since its annexation, as an Indian
state, in 1975 the flow of tourists started to pour in slowly. There
was a sudden spurt in tourism since the late eighties when
Darjeeling, the cynosure of the Eastern Himalayas was reeling
under the violent Gorkha National Liberation Front agitation.
Mountain lovers and nature seekers turned their attention towards
this tiny landlocked state.

Nearly 82 per cent ofthe visitors, in Sikkim, are Indian nation
als while the remaining come from outside India. Greater amount
of leisure period, paid annual holiday, more availability of dispos
able income, faster means of transportation, increased state of
knowledge, organised tour packages offered by government and
private agencies, good accommodation and cuisine along with
other amenities (shopping arcade, local transport, amusement etc.)
have encouraged tourism, in Sikkim, in recent years.

Sikkim, is basically a natural paradise in the lap ofthe Hima
layas. Except the north and western Sikkim there are few areas
where the landscape remains in its natural condition. The degree to
which the landscape has been altered depends to avery large extent
upon its location, accessibility and utility. The landscape miniatures
of Sikkim provide a varied scenery and exhilarating climate that
charm the visitors. The majestic snow capped, mountain chains
standing as sentinel in the north, terraced Gelds with immaculately



Dynamics of Tourism Development
in Sikkim

R L SARKAR

Sikkim is the holy land of Kanchenjunga. The magnificent
Himalaya dominate the landscape. Monastery is here on every hill
'op—a symbol of Himalayan Buddhism. Trekking along five routes
is an unique opportunity for energetic tourists. Its capital, Gangtok,
is a picturesque hill station. It is surrounded by snow-capped'moun
tains, and has all the magic and splendour of the Himalayas. Its
exotic flora and fauna, colourfully dressed Lamas, mystery-laden
prayer flags fluttering over the monasteries are worth-seeing. They
all combine to make Gangtok a fascinating place for tourists. There
isabout a dozen ofsight-seeing spots in and around Gangtok.

Conceptual Frame

Tourism depends on an interaction between demand and sup
ply forces. Demand andsupply functions are shownbelow:

a) T,=: f(Y,L,E,Ag,P,t)

where T^ = Touristicdemand. It is of two types:

1-T: Domestic

2-T: International (foreign)

DynamicsofTourism Development / 229

f = Functional notation. Tj depends upon Y,L,E, etc.
Y = //icome, more specifically, discretionary spending goods

and services outside the necessities of life such as food,
clothing and shelter, i.e. for created wants rather than
actual needs.

L = Leisure, resulting in holidays. Increased leisure associ
ated with lengthening vacation. Leisure time is available
when there is leave with pay for those in service, vaca
tion for studies in academic institutions, and active life
after retirement.

E = Education, more and more young people are completing
high school and college courses. Education increases
the appreciation ofart, history and culture and develops
a sense of national identity. Better education is the main
reason why a section of the public is motivated towards
cultural tourism.

Ag = Age, the young (when they have no family responsibili
ties) getting better pay scales are tempted to travel
Therefore, education and leisure have cumulative
effects on the psychological propensity to travel for
tounsm. These factors cause the travel to become a
status symbol.

P = Publicity, composed of leaflet, folder, brochure and
poster regarding attractions and facilities. In a real
sense, T (touristic supply) with all its components influ
ence the demand for tourism. Mobility as a factor
through the transport technology on the supply side af-

througtr"''' •"• '̂'dependent variables
t = Time, planned promotion and development of tourism

depends on time. The time elemem is avital factor on
which the tounstic demand depends.

(b) T _ f(A|, Aj, Aj, A^, Tj, F, t), where
T = Tourist supply
Aj = Attractions
A, = Accommodation facilities
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Sikkim Himalaya:

Geo-Ecological System, Socio-Economic
Change and Peoples' Perception

RB SINGH & B W PANDEY

Introduction

The state of Sikkim provides various ecological niches to the
diverse population group inhabiting its hills and valleys. These
groups are in different stages of contact with one another and with
the outside populace. It is expected that the population will be able
to end the relative isolation up to a great extent by the end of this
century.

Forests ai'e destined to play a key role in the socio-economic
development of Sikkim. This fact is widely accepted by social and
natural scientists, planners, and even the ordinary masses interested
and involved in the process of regional growth and development.
The integration of the views on forests and envii'onment is a mani
festation of the exploitative nature of capitalism that only takes the
myopic view of profit maximization. But the overall development
of environment seems yet to be unaccomplished because of the fact
that the technological approach to forest consei-vation and develop
ment has not been reconciled to the social approach. It is therefore,
imperative to clearly understand the option left before Sikkim and
adopt pragmatic approach to resource utilization without further
delay.

The paper aims to evaluate the socio-cultural and economic
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Forestry and Conservation Issues in the

Sikkim Hills

LAUT KUMAR RAI

The Sikkimese hills exhibit one of the finest pieces of green
coverwithin the Indian Republic. Floristically, it is rich (more than
4000 flowering plants, over 450 species of orchids and one of the
best habitats of rhododendron species which number more than 40)
and density-wise loo the forest cover is relatively significant. For a
good many centuries this pocket oflandmass was hailed as Be-Yul
(or hidden land in Bhutia) due to its inherent isolation brought
about by its remoteness and geographical terrains. Today's crowd
was non-existent then and only a few dared to roam about in the
wild. Not quite long ago the land possessed a continuous carpet of
undisturbed forest mass. However, soon there began to appear can
opy shrinkage, thinning density and the resultant land degradations.
The whopping population growth in the last few decades and its
associated ills were the cause ofmany ablisters on the face of this
enchanted forest.

Cracks began to show virtually at every spheres of life due to
the populalion pressure and forestry was not an exception. With
further depletion of tree cover the land and the quality of life in
these hills were affected-in several ways and at various degrees.
The new situation gave rise to a ramifying network of new of^
shoots as alternative prophylaxis to the well-being ot Ihese hills and
asignificant development was witnessed in the agrofoteslry, agn-
culture and animal husbandry sectors.
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Forestry and Wildlife in Sikkim

SS NEGI

Sikkim is a mountainous state with about a third of its total
land area under forests. The forest cover extends from the foothills
to the snow line the north. Some of the densest forests of Sikkim lie
in the Lachen and Lachung areas. These forests are largely inacces
sible (Negi 1990). This slate boasts of several hundred different
kinds oforchids and has frequently been referred to as a botanists*
paradise.

Forest Types

The state has a recorded forest area of 2650 sq. km. Which is
approximately 37.3% of the total geographical area. All these for
ests have been constituted into reserved forests. These forests
atound with floral wealth. The number of species of plants of
different categones found in the forests of Sikkim are given below:

Plant category Number of species
Flowering Plants

4000
Ferns

300
Bamboos

450
Orchids

50
Rhododendrons

100

The mam forest type found in different parts of Sikkim are
given below (Champion and Seth, 1968 and Negi, 1989).

Forestry (wdWUJIifi-'in Sikkim t 273

Sal Forests

Extensive and almost pure forests of sal f
southern tmct. These cover the bhabar a.>d tera. ^e S.wal k
hills and the lower Himalayan hills. Mostly Lx,wer bhater Upper
bhabar and Himalayan sal forest occur in the "=8'°"-^
layan sal forest is found in the lower Himalayan upto
of about 1000 mts. The summers are fairly wanB and the mercu^
may soar to about 40°C, The monsoon rams bnng
scorching summer heat in mid May. Winters are wet and cold. The
soil is rich in organic matter.

Kayea Forests

This forest is dominated by Kayea assamica. It is well deve
loped in the foothills of the lower Himalaya. Summers are^fajrly
warm and the mean annual temperatures range from 18 Cto —

Mesua Forests

This forest type is found in the foothills ofthe lower Himalaya
upto an elevation of about 1000 mts. It is dominated by Mesua sp.

Swamp Forests

This is a swamp forest found along river, streams and marshes
in the foothills of the stale. The locality in which this forest occurs
remains submerged for a substantial pad of the year. Rainfall is
very heavy and the swainp forest has developed due to the submer-
gence of the vast tracts of land.

Lower Mixed Forests

These are moist mixed deciduous forests occurring in the lower
hill of the state above an elevation of 800 mts. Negi (1989) has
termed this forest type as the lower mixed deciduous forest. This
forest type occurs in the very high rainfall region. The total annual
rainfall is over 500 cms with a large part of it being received from
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